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A great visionary uses foresight and intuition to change the world. Jeff Jonas, IBM 
distinguished engineer and chief scientist with IBM Entity Analytics, is such a visionary. 
Jonas has used his ability to synthesize data and glean insights to help reunify loved ones 
after Hurricane Katrina, assist big corporations in using data more effectively and spot 
societal changes brought about by technology.

Jonas didn’t set out to become a visionary. “Most of my journey has been accidents,” he 
says. The first occurred at age 14 when Jonas accompanied his lawyer mother to a small 
business that sold attorney time-billing systems run on RadioShack TRS-80s. “I didn’t even 
know what a computer was,” Jonas says.At the store, the staff was showing an inventor how 
to search scientific work all over the world on the predecessor to the Internet. Jonas 
immediately saw the power of computers. “From that point on, it was my hobby,” he says. It 
was about to become his livelihood.

In the summer between 10th and 11th grades, he wrote a word-processor program, which he 
later sold to the Los Angeles School District, thanks to his high-school teacher’s handiwork. 
Jonas received a few hundred dollars for the program. “You can do something for fun and 
then they pay you?” was his incredulous reaction.

With that knowledge, Jonas dropped out of high school. He earned a GED, entered junior 
college and began working as a subcontractor writing computer programs. In his second 
semester, he left school for good, never to return.

In 1981, the budding entrepreneur launched his first software company, Preferred 
Programming Services (PPS), designing custom inventory and accounting systems for small 
businesses. When Jonas was 20, he went bankrupt with more than $100,000 in debt.

Living in his car, Jonas realized why PPS failed. “You need to have really elaborate 
blueprints before you build something,” he says. “If you have those blueprints, then you can 
build it right the first time.” With that insight, Jonas launched a new company, Systems 
Research & Development (SRD), where he built analytics systems of various sizes for many 
clients.

Jonas didn’t have a big vision about what could be learned from data until he had a hand in 
the design, development and/or deployment of more than 100 systems. By then, he was 
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seeing patterns play out and solving problems for casinos, national security clients and 
others.

In Jonas’ view, pieces of data are like pieces of a puzzle. His technology stitches new 
information into what’s already known, much in the same way each new puzzle piece 
advances the clarity of a puzzle. “It’s at the moment you’ve placed a new puzzle piece on the 
board, where you think it belongs—if anywhere—that you have your earliest opportunity to 
discover insight,” he says.

Jonas’ insights caught the attention of IBM and, in 2005, IBM acquired SRD. Not forgetting 
his past, he immediately repaid all of the PPS creditors he could find (all but 13 people) with 
20 years’ compound interest.

Recently, Jonas was astonished to realize that “we are on the cusp of a most radical change.” 
The 600 billion transactions created each day in the U.S. by mobile devices describe you and 
your habits. “Space, time, travel are your signature,” Jonas says. Because this data is picked 
up by cell-phone companies and provided to third-party organizations to analyze, our 
behavioral patterns are discernible and can be used to predict where we’ll be, when and with 
whom. “There will be few secrets,” Jonas says, which is why he spends a good chunk of his 
time examining privacy issues. (For more, see his blog, 
http://jeffjonas.typepad.com/jeff_jonas/privacy.)

After Jonas’ intriguing keynote speech at the 2009 COMMON annual meeting, many in the 
IBM i community would like to invite him over for dinner to discuss his work. Whom would 
Jonas like to see at his own dinner table? Lee Kuan Yew, the late King Hussein bin Talal of 
Jordan, Stephen Hawking and Mikhail Gorbachev—a group of visionaries, just like Jonas.
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